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Guest Editorial
Continual Unsupervised Sensorimotor Learning
I. S COPE OF THIS S PECIAL I SSUE
The pursuit of higher levels of autonomy and versatility in
robotics is arguably led by two main factors. Firstly, as we
push robots out of the labs and productions lines, it becomes
increasingly challenging to design for all possible scenarios
that a particular robot might encounter. Secondly, the cost
of designing, manufacturing, and maintaining such systems
becomes prohibitive.
Although machine learning algorithms continue to improve
at a rapid pace enabling technologies and products such as
autonomous driving cars and sophisticated image and speech
recognition, it is often forgotten that these applications represent
tailored solutions to specific tasks. Thus it is not clear if or how
these autonomous systems can pave the road to general-purpose
machines envisioned by many.
As the algorithms for learning single tasks in constrained
environments are improving, new challenges have gained
relevance to achieve more autonomous artificial systems.
These challenges include multi-task learning, multimodal
sensorimotor learning and lifelong adaptation to wear and tear.
Addressing these challenges promise higher levels of autonomy
and versatility of future robots.
This special issue on Continual Unsupervised Sensorimotor
Learning is primarily concerned with the developmental
processes involved in unsupervised sensorimotor learning in a
life-long perspective [7], and in particular the emergence of
representations of action and perception in humans and artificial
agents in a continual learning manner [6]. These processes are
done via action-perception cycle, active perception, continual
sensorimotor learning, environmental-driven scaffolding, and
intrinsic motivation [5]. The special issue highlights behavioural
and neural data, and cognitive and developmental approaches to
research in the areas of robotics, computer science, psychology,
neuroscience, etc. Contributions focus on mathematical and
computational models to improve robot performance and/or
attempt to unveil the underlying mechanisms that lead to
continual adaptation to changing environment or embodiment
and continual learning in open-ended environments.
Moreover, it contains contributions from multiple disciplines
including cognitive systems, cognitive robotics, developmental
and epigenetic robotics, autonomous and evolutionary robotics,
social structures, multi-agent and artificial life systems, computational neuroscience, and developmental psychology, on theoretical, computational, application-oriented, and experimental
studies.
II. T HEMES
This special issue reports state-of-the-art approaches and
recent advances on Continual Unsupervised Sensorimotor

Learning with a cross-disciplinary perspective. Topics included
in this special issue are:
• Intrinsic motivation
• Hierarchical policy learning
• Continual sensorimotor learning
• Motor primitives
• Goal generation
• Agent Architectures
• Curriculum learning
• Learning from demonstration
• Self-organizing behaviour
• Skill acquisition and planning
• Environmental-driven scaffolding
• Emergence of representations via continual interaction
• Deep reinforcement learning
III. C ONTRIBUTIONS TO THE S PECIAL I SSUE
This special issue includes nine papers that describe work
inspired by developmental processes for unsupervised sensorimotor learning, casting light on this topic from multiple angles.
We briefly highlight the main contributions and the field of
application of each paper as follows.
Fournier et al. presents the most theoretical article of this
special issue in the paper entitled CLIC: Curriculum Learning
and Imitation for Object Control in Non-Rewarding Environments.
This article combines curriculum and imitation learning within
the RL formalism of an interactive intrinsically motivated
learner in a new reinforcement learning setting with a nonrewarding environment. The algorithm CLIC is a variant of
the DQNfD for the case of multi-task learning and augmented
by intrinsic motivation. CLIC is tested in various grid nonrewarding multi-task worlds and tutors. The learning agent can
take advantage without being limited by the tutor. Moreover,
its intrinsic motivation can choose what to explore and what
to imitate. It can ignore both non-reproducible and mastered
interactions with objects. This approach is similar to research
on interactive intrinsic motivation and hierarchical learning [e.g.
1, 4], but proposes a deep reinforcement learning algorithm.
Applying deep reinforcement learning and intrinsic motivation in a real-world scenario, the paper entitled BND*DDQN: Learn to Steer Autonomously Through Deep Reinforcement
Learning features an end-to-end network to achieve safe

autonomous steering in changing environments. This novel deep
reinforcement learning model uses spatio-temporal features
from a depth map and the difference between consecutive
images as independent input streams to decide angular and
linear actions taking into consideration smooth angular velocity.
Moreover, Wu et al. also use random network distillation
(RND) exploration bonuses as an intrinsic reward to encourage
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exploration of dissimilar states. Further to prevent oscillatory
left-right steering, the angular velocity is selected based on
the estimated Q-values but also the command executed in the
previous step. Finally, the use of depth map information allows
for generalization as well as excellent transferability from
simulated environments to cluttered real-world environments
containing both static and dynamic obstacles.
The next article by Abdelfattah et al., integrate elements
similar to the first two articles described so far, i.e. it shows an
algorithm applied to low-level data like what is presented by
Wu et al., and it proposes a hierarchical RL method based on
intrinsic motivation like done by Fournier et al. Specifically,
Abdelfattah et al. in Intrinsically Motivated Hierarchical Policy
Learning in Multi-Objective Markov Decision Processes propose
a novel intrinsically motivated multi-objective reinforcement
learning method that can learn hierarchical policy coverage
sets to better generalize to different shifts in the environment’s
dynamics: learn skill sets in a developmental manner using
intrinsic motivation RL, and a novel multi-objective RL method
for evolving policy coverage sets using hierarchical policy
learning, generalize to non-stationary dynamics in the state
transition distribution and reward distributions. The work is
in line with developmental and epigenetic robotics research
and introduces a novel multi-objective reinforcement learning
framework to learn skill sets. The robot uses low-level data
from camera and proximity sensors to explore the environment
with intrinsic motivation. It can adapt to changing environments
with the evolution of the policy coverage set for each shift in
the environmental dynamics.
The next article presented in this special issue also describes
an approach of learning based on raw sensory data. The article
entitled Open-Ended Continuous Learning of Compound Goals
focuses on hierarchical policy learning and goal generation.
Dhakan et al. present a goal-generation mechanism that can
autonomously build from raw, sensory data, target goals to
be learned by an artificial agent. They propose an algorithm
for continuously learning new skills in an open-ended manner,
in a discrete environment, using automatic goal generation
mechanisms to learn maintaining tasks of different levels of
complexity, after reflecting on the state variables structure.
They have tested their approach on different variations of
the 2D-navigation problem of a mobile robot. This approach
comprises different steps, that can be repeated indefinitely,
to tackle open-ended learning: an exploration phase where a
reinforcement learning agent is set to explore its environment,
a state aggregation process which uses hierarchical clustering
to create groups of related states for reducing their cardinality
for future steps, a compound goal generation process which
combines elementary tasks related to the aggregated states
group, the final step uses reinforcement learning to learn the
skills to maintain all the built compound goals.
Ezenkwu et al. take on this idea of self-organisation of
the sensorimotor map in the article entitled Unsupervised
Temporospatial Neural Architecture for Sensorimotor Map Learning,
published in Volume 13, Issue: 1. Ezenkwu et al. present
a Temporospatial Merge Grow When Required (TMGWR)
network for continuous self-organisation of an agent’s sensorimotor maps in noisy environments. The key features of

the proposed TMGWR Networks are a) the nodes are linked
based on their sensorimotor proximity, i.e. edges between
nodes are created if there is an action that causes the agent’s
sensorimotor experience to change from one node to the other.
Such encoding allows for causal reasoning and planning like
shown by Manoury et al. [3] where the sensorimotor experience
builds simple tasks that can be used for planning or as subtasks
for compound tasks. b) it employs recursive temporal context to
keep track of the sensorimotor history, which allows the model
to be used on non-Markovian problems. Moreover, Ezenkwu
et al. also introduce a new metric to quantify the representation
of causality in sensorimotor maps called “sensorimotor-link
error” (SE). SE is the ratio of the number of impossible
transitions to the total number of transitions encoded in the map.
The article presents evidence of the efficiency and suitability
of TMGWR for noisy and partially observable environments
in comparison to other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Like most of the articles in this special issue, Effect Regulated
Projection of Robot’s Action Space for Production and Prediction of
Manipulation Primitives Through Learning Progress and Predictability
Based Exploration focuses on active exploration and progress-

based intrinsic motivation, but this time applying to a robot
arm. Bugur et al. propose an intrinsic motivation based
parameter exploration mechanism that enables the formation
of motor primitives based on action specialization, and allows
lightweight predictive models to be formed for individual
actions. The concept is realized in the manipulation domain,
furthering the current state of the art in affordance learning
[2]. Interesting parallels between the development of reach
and grasp execution and prediction in infants are found. The
key ingredient of the proposed model is the interplay between
the learning progress of parameter regions and the splitting
of the regions to maximize prediction accuracy. Thus, the
proposed system not only tries to discover and learn in the
regions where learning progress is high, but it implements load
balancing over the regions in the sense that it splits regions that
receive excessive amounts of learning requests. Overall, the
work contributes to continual learning unsupervised learning
by serving as an example to the fact that intrinsic motivation
should be balanced with other mechanisms such as those that
control modularity and computational resources.
Likewise, the article entitled Autonomous Identification and
Goal-Directed Invocation of Event-Predictive Behavioral Primitives

uses intrinsic motivation, but uses a surprise-based criterium.
Assuming that the novel and complex behaviours of humans
stem from motor primitives or elementary building blocks,
Gumbsch et al. propose a learning architecture called “surprisebased behavioural modularization”. In this learning architecture,
the association of the primitives is obtained by the selforganizing dynamics, which was called differential extrinsic
plasticity. It was also shown that the learned behaviours speed
up the learning of different goal-reaching tasks. As a result,
various complex and highly coordinated behaviours are shown
in robotic simulations. Even though the robot does not have any
prior knowledge, the authors show that complex coordinated
behaviours can be assembled from the motor primitives.
More theoretical, the article entitled Where Do I Move My
Sensors? Emergence of a Topological Representation of Sensors
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Poses from the Sensorimotor Flow, presents a mathematical

IV. C ONCLUSION

formalization for the construction of sensorimotor representations obtained via iterative interaction with the environment.
Marcel et al. show that a naive agent, having access only
to sensory input and actuator states, can build an accurate
internal representation of the agent dynamics in the physical
world. The obtained representation is topologically organized;
if the statistics of sensory invariants are continuous. Further,
such topological internal representation could be used, for
instance, for path planning or obstacle avoidance. Marcel et al.
note that such topological representation would be readily
usable when the dynamics of the agent are faster than the
dynamics of the environment. Although internal representations
for environmental dynamics faster than agent dynamics could
also be usable in real-world applications, these representations
would be distorted and would require additional systems such
as reinforcement learning to deal with repeatability of agent’s
movements.
Finally, in the review paper on vocal control learning entitled

The articles presented in this special issue represent some of
the current challenges in continual unsupervised sensorimotor
learning. How can heuristics such as intrinsic motivation
guide the learning in multi-task settings? How can hierarchical
learning take advantage of emergence of representations and
goal generation? These articles show state-of-the-art results
for various applications and settings: agents interacting with
their environment and users, for robots navigating in dynamic
environments or manipulating objects or vocalisations.

Vocal Imitation in Sensorimotor Learning Models: A Comparative
Review, Pagliarini et al. propose a taxonomy of sensorimotor

[3]

learning models on vocal imitation learning with a focus on
song learning in birds and speech acquisition in humans. To do
so, the comparative neuroanatomy of the two species are used
to lay down the behavioural and physiological features of vocal
imitation. Then, the components of such learning systems are
charted out, and the reviewed models are analysed regarding
the components identified. In particular, the authors consider
the motor, sensory and perceptual space as the three main
foundations that a computational model builds upon and which
the learning framework operates on. The learning framework
is further viewed as containing the architecture, the learning
algorithm, the evaluation and exploration strategy. The brain
mechanisms of sensorimotor learning are reviewed in detail,
and the models are compared with respect to the key brain
functions/areas. Although the vocal imitation is chosen as the
target for the review, the contribution of the paper extends
well beyond vocal learning and imitation and can be used as a
general reference for sensorimotor learning and its plausible
biological modelling.
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